
   
 

 
 

 
 

2022 “AURUM 1006 km race powered by Hankook” 
Basic safety rules for journalists, photographers, TV operators and technical workers 

 

1. Safety briefing is obligatory. Photo/TV vest together with the MEDIA pass is the only 
valid permission, allowing you to photograph or film during the event. You must inform 
about the planned work in the race in advance (by 5th July 2022). In other cases, the 
organizer cannot assure that you will get the media pass and vest. The number of vests is 
limited.  

2. Photo/TV vest is given for a particular person therefore it cannot be passed on or loaned.  
3. Usage of drones is strictly prohibited unless agreed with the organizer differently.  
4. Recommended outfit: only long trousers (not shorts) and upper clothes that cover 

shoulders (not basketball style singlet).  
5. Be particularly careful as you are working during the race time. Your safety depends only 

on yourself. You must be very observant, because racing cars can come near to you very 
fast and insensibly. It is not allowed to turn away from the oncoming cars.  
When working at PITLANE and starting zones, take only necessary equipment. 
Photographers, please, take a note: look through your photos in the safe place. 

 
6. You must unreservedly obey orders by security and officials. Any disregard of these 

orders can determine cancelling of your accreditation.  
7. Do not come too close to the racing cars ever. Leave enough space for staff who maintain 

the cars and do not touch the cars. Remember, that some parts of the car can be very hot. 
Never kneel down on your knees with the intention to photograph the car at close range, 
because the car can suddenly move.  

8. Be particularly careful. A snapped off part of the racing car can injure you therefore always 
observe the cars which are close to you. Always be ready to hide and consider in advance 
how to do it.  

9. Remember, that 5 minutes preparation sign given by stewards before start (in the starting 
zone) is obligatory to you, too. It means that you must immediately leave the track. It is 
not allowed to run or go across the track when the cars are moving in the track. Any 
going/running across the track at any time means that your accreditation will be cancelled 
without any warning and security guard will pilot you to the spectator zone.  
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10. It is allowed to photograph or make a film only from the spectator’s place and the PITLANE. 
The track is fenced in with a fence or warning stop belt. It is strictly not allowed to overpass 
it. In the PITLANE you are allowed to be only on the right side of this zone (on the pit side), 
however, you need to know that racing cars stop in this place for maintenance therefore you 
have to be very careful and do not bother the work of the teams. Photo / TV vests possession 
does not give you any privileges in the PITLANE area.  

11. Do not stand in front of the ambulance, evacuation or steward’s car ever. If any accident 
happens these cars will move without any warning. 
does not give you any privileges in the PITLANE area.  

12. It is not allowed to photograph or make a film in the zones marked with „No photography 
allowed“. Publication of the visual material from these zones is the responsibility of the 
author. 
 

IMPORTANT! IF YOU NOTICE THAT ANY OF YOUR COLLEAGUES OR 
SPECTATORS DO NOT OBEY SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS IMMEDIATELY 
INFORM THE SECURITY. 
 
IF THERE ARE ANY REASONS WHY THE SECURITY DO NOT LET YOU TO 
PHOTO/TV PLACES, PLEASE, INFORM IMMEDIATELY THE ORGANIZERS MEDIA 
CENTER BY PHONE 862 99 )634+370 ( . 

I HAVE READ THE SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS AND I ACCEPT TO FOLLOW THEM. I 
UNDERSTAND THAT ALL RESPONSIBILITY FOR AN ACCIDENT COMES TO ME 
AND THE ORGANIZER DOES NOT ASSURE SAFETY OF ANY PERSON, WHO IS NOT 
IN SPECTATORS‘ PLACE. 

.................................................................................................................... 

Name, surname, signature, mobile phone. 
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